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[1]   ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION CO. PTY. LTD.
Anderson Garden Village: “Sun” Series Homes [wrapper title]. Melbourne, Anderson Construction Co.
Pty. Ltd., n.d. circa early 1960s. Oblong quarto, pp. [12] (including wrappers), printed in two colours
throughout (two pages in full colour), very numerous illustrations, including a central full-colour spread;
sketch map and blurb locating the East Doncaster ‘Garden Village’ loosely inserted; fine in original
wrappers. $220
Scarce: seven modernist brick veneer house plans with realisations offered by a Melbourne builder and developer in the
period when the suburban sprawl took over from the post-war building boom. The central full-colour spread displays
realisations of house interiors, as supplied by Anderson (lounge, kitchen, bathroom, all completely fitted). An attractive
and representative piece.



[2]   AUSTRALIAN GAS LIGHT COMPANY.
Brighter and Easier Living. The All Gas Kitchen [wrapper title]. Sydney, Australian Gas Light
Company, n.d. circa late 1930s – 1940s. Oblong octavo, pp. [16], illustrated throughout (line-drawn
illustrations in colour, photographic illustrations in monochrome); some soiling and use but a good copy in
original colour-illustrated titling-wrappers. $145
“So, to be truly modern, your kitchen must be an all-gas kitchen”.
The company does not seem to have felt under much pressure from electricity as yet, with this piece given over entirely
to kitchen design without over-promotion of the virtues of gas. All well illustrated with floor plans, explanatory text,
and brightly coloured realisations, together with a series of photographs of actual kitchen interiors. Naturally, gas ovens,
cookers, water heaters, and refrigerators are mentioned throughout.
One section on “Colour in the Kitchen” offers suggestions for decoration – “an atmosphere of cheerfulness and a sense
of restfulness is the modern trend in kitchen colouring…”.

[3]   AUSTRALIAN WOMEN’S WEEKLY.
About Building A House [wrapper title]. Sydney, Consolidated Press, 11 September, 1957. Large octavo,
pp. 16, line-drawn and photographic illustrations, topical contemporary full-page advertisements; an
excellent copy in original self-wrappers. $125
An interesting and useful social document that “covers every aspect of home-building from selecting and buying land to
putting the final coat of paint on the house”, issued as a separate supplement to The Australian Women’s Weekly.
Aiming squarely at those post-war home-makers who had been frightened off by “the notoriously difficult building
period since World War II”, the publisher had made a conscious decision to smooth the way for those timid hopefuls:
“to bring its readers the practical knowledge that will help them to plan their own homes, The Australian Women’s
Weekly has set up Home Planning Centres for home builders in several States. Our Centres are established in leading
stores… Each Centre has a wide range of architect designed house plans in stock. It also makes available to readers the
individual attention of skilled consultants…”. An impressively disinterested, this initiative, much like Robin Boyd’s
earlier Small Homes Service in Melbourne (Royal Victorian Institute of Architects and The Age), was part of a
continuing movement to assist the average Australian family into their own home at a time when the post-war housing
shortage continued to have an effect a decade after the war had ended.



[4]   BALM PAINTS PTY. LTD.
Painting your Walls and Ceilings? Sydney, BALM Paints Pty. Ltd., n.d. but dated in code 1956. Small
oblong broadsheet, with two vertical folds, forming three panels of small duodecimo dimensions, colour
illustrations; near fine, folded as issued. $110
Hints on interior decoration and colour matching for the home handyman (handyperson?). A feature which marks this
piece out is the clever use of five different colour schemes for the same living room – notably modernist. Not only do
the walls and ceilings change colour in each of the five realisations but the colour of the identical furniture, curtains,
light fitting, floor (painted boards), vase, ashtray, even the abstract painting on the wall (same painting, different
colours!). The indoor plant does, however, remain green. It rather makes the job of repainting your living room a pretty
expensive one – especially if you have to commission a new painting  every time.

[5]   BEAUMARIS CONSTRUCTIONS
Pty. Ltd.
Beaumaris Constructions Pty. Ltd… “Let Us
Deliver Your New Home” proudly present The
“Windsor” Home [drop title]. Cheltenham
(Melbourne), Beaumaris Constructions Pty. Ltd.,
n.d. but early 1960s. Small quarto broadside,
printed in dark pink and black, with floor plan
and realisation exploding into pink; loose as
issued, fine. $95
Rare and ephemeral: early 1960s ‘affordable’ brick
veneer residential.



[6]   BROOKS ROBINSON LIMITED.
This is for Your Home [wrapper title]. Melbourne, Brooks Robinson Limited, n.d. but 1951. Octavo, pp.
[8], numerous line drawn illustrations throughout, taped for posting (with residue), postally used, otherwise
near fine in original titling-wrappers. $125
The post-war home-making boom and the exploding fashion for do-it-yourself. A long-established firm of glass
merchants and stained-glass craftsmen (founded 1854), Brooks Robinson branched out into general homewares during
the post-war building boom, although their specialisation in stained glass outlived this side-track.
The present brochure promotes various aspects of home improvement, each on a double-page spread with attractively
presented modernist illustrations throughout: “Hints on Home Painting”, “Glass is the ally of natural light” (windows,
mirrors, glass wall surfaces for kitchen and bathroom, table-ware and ornaments, glass table tops), “Studies in
Decoration – Wallpapers”, “Adventures in Home Lighting”, “The Kitchen is the Woman’s Domain”.
Interestingly, there is one paragraph (“Studies in Decoration”) that indicates the firm maintained a picture gallery at this
time, when there were virtually no commercial galleries for the primary art market: “Pictures are Silent Poetry… We
welcome you to our new Picture Galleries, where there is a most attractive collection of the works of Australian and
overseas artists”. One illustration of a pleasant interior includes a representation of a painting – gum trees on the left, no
sheep evident (Sali Herman wouldn’t have approved). It is worth noting that Arnold Shore and William Frater both
worked for Brooks Robinson.

[7]   L.D. CHAPMAN BROS.
“Walltex”. For Interior Decoration of any Type of Wall Surface [cover title]. South Camberwell
(Melbourne), L.D. Chapman Bros., circa 1950s. Two conjugate leaves, small octavo, vignette on the cover
page, printed on newsprint paper stock; trivial even very light tanning but fine, folded as issued. $110
Walltex Wall Decoration was the brain-child of “the manager of a small manufacturing concern in Melbourne” who
was intrigued that wall decorating in “this machine age” had never been mechanised. Put aside your immediate thoughts
of large cartoon-inspired machines slapping on paint with multiple brushes, and think instead of spray-painting! But not



quite. Walltex consists of “blocking in of the wall in a flat base coat of cream
color, followed by a mechanically sprayed application of of small pieces of
ivory-like material”.
It sounds loopy, and probably was, but apparently Walltex was “being used
exclusively in the decoration of the homes being built by the Dept. of Aircraft
Production, for the Commonwealth Government…”. Walltex does not seem to
have survived for long and the Chapman Brothers never became a household
name. The brochure is unusual for the time, consisting of a cover page and three
pages of quite dense text, suggesting a business and advertising mode some
decades behind the times – the somewhat twee reference to “this machine age” is
equally telling (didn’t they know this was the “Atomic Age”?)
The original Melbourne-based business has no evident connection with the
Walltex Company that commenced in the UK in the late 1970s (and continues
today).

[8]   CONSOLIDATED HOME INDUSTRIES.
Old Colonial. Now! From the award-winning C.H.I. Virginian stems a wonderful new range of
Colonial homes. Every floor size. Every price range! [cover title] [Melbourne], Consolidated Home
Industries, n.d. circa 1962. Broadsheet, folding once horizontally to form two conjugate leaves oblong
quarto, printed in two colours, illustrated; very shallow creasing but near fine, folded as issued. $165
The C.H.I. Virginian was awarded top honours at the 1962 Ideal Home Show, with the second panel here showing
interior photographs of the award-winning Virginian as displayed at the Ideal Home Show, in the Melbourne Exhibition
Buildings, February 1962.
The flyer also provides floor plans and good realisations of various other home designs from the firm: a variation of the
Virginian (“New – a sunroom model!”), the Vermont (“A slightly smaller and lower-priced version of the award-
winning Virginian”), the Albany (floor plans only, with variations), Delaware Offset (“as illustrated on front cover”), as
well as floor plan variations for the Virginian and the Vermont.
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[9]   CYCLONE FENCE AND GATE Co. Pty. Ltd.
Catalogue No. 50. Melbourne, Cyclone Gate and Fence Co., 1939. Octavo, pp. 80, very numerous
photographic illustrations throughout; very good in original decorative cut-out wrappers, tiny tear without
loss on the first leaf, wrappers a little soiled and used. $220
Very scarce: in addition to gates and fencing for farm and factory about half the catalogue includes gates and fences
(wrought-iron and wire) for the grand and humble suburban home (with many wrought-iron patterns illustrated), home
security doors, wrought-iron panelling, tennis court enclosures and nets, playground equipment, stretcher beds, garden
arches, tree guards, fly-wire, etc.

[10]   JOHN DANKS & SON  Pty.
Ltd.
The Bristol Non Contact Safety Gas
Bath Heater [drop title]. Melbourne,
Borthwick & Hyde [for] John Danks &
Son Pty. Ltd., circa 1930s. Two
conjugate leaves, small octavo or
duodecimo, illustrated; folded as issued,
fine. $85
Apart from the “Bristol Non Contact Safety
Gas Bath Heater”, also “Bristol Fuel Bath
Heater”, and “Hot Stream Small Non
Contact Heater”; all illustrated, described,
and priced.

[11]   DANSTON HOME
BUILDERS Pty. Ltd.
Your Better Class Home [cover title].
Melbourne, Danston Home Builders
Pty. Ltd., early 1960s. Quarto, two
conjugate leaves, full-page illustration;
very shallow crease but fine, folded as
issued. $95
Looks like an appeal to the inner snob but
not really. This flyer was distributed at
Danston display homes to potential
customers who had “just seen an example of
a Better Class home”. Danston celebrates
the high quality of workmanship in their
“Better Class” homes and, especially, the
generous fittings supplied “at no extra cost”.
It is worth mentioning that the quotation
marks around Better Class are theirs,
perhaps pre-empting an action for
misleading advertising. Or is that being too
cynical? The house illustrated is an
attractive house in the modern idiom but the
costs of building are spoken of as around
3000 pounds, which is at the modest end of
building cost.

[12]   DULUX PAINTS.
Colourful Homes by Dulux [wrapper title]. Sydney, F.E. Moore [for Dulux Paints], 1954. Oblong quarto,
pp. 20, colour illustrations throughout (photographic and drawn); small damp mark in the top gutter of some
leaves, a very good copy in original colour-printed titling-wrappers, some rubbing extremities, neat enough
name on front wrapper in biro. $220
Like all such ephemeral pieces, this is very scarce. A richly colour-illustrated do-it-yourself guide to achieving up-to-
date 1950’s interiors, illustrated with colour photographs of house interiors as well as line-drawn colour illustrations.
The guide includes basic principles of colour planning, suggested colour schemes for interiors and exteriors, notes on
painting technique, and so on. The main interest of the piece is the detailed room by room illustration of interior colour
schemes; exterior colour schemes are demonstrated in the same manner.



[13]   THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Ediswan Fire Price List Season 1927. Melbourne, Osboldstone & Co. for Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.,
n.d. but early 1920s. Oblong leaf with three vertical folds making four panels of octavo size, with
photographic illustrations throughout, the cover panel in colour, printed in red and black; near fine, folded as
issued. $145
Electrical heating of all types, pedestal heaters, “artistic” fire places, sheet metal fires, each photographically illustrated
with details (not prices, though).

[14]   EMIGRATION: OVERSEA SETTLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
Australia, the Land of Hope and Sunshine. How Women Can Get There, and What They Say of It.
[London], Oversea Settlement Department, 1925. Octavo, pp. 8; stapled as issued, fine. $385
An extremely scarce and ephemeral piece, encouraging married and unmarried women to emigrate from Great Britain
to Australia. As well as some general, statistically-supported information about Australia, the piece gives information
about employment opportunities for women, prominently featuring – well, limited to, really – “household” work, with
an accent on the demand for employees on farms, stations, and in country towns.
“The Australians are a sociable and happy nation, and their innate kindness will soon make the migrant a sharer of their
happiness, provided that the new-comer shows, by willing and ungrudging work in return for good wages and
considerate treatment, that she wishes to settle into the community and adopt its conventions and life”.
About half the text comprises “Opinion of Women who have gone to Australia”, with personal testimonials of their
experiences from migrants to Western Australia, New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland.
Apart from the National Library of Australia, this uncommon piece does not appear to be held in other major Australian
institutions.



[15]   FELTEX.
Colour Harmony in the Home [cover title]. [Sydney], Felt and Textiles of Australia Ltd, circa 1930s.
Quarto, pp. [8], printed in colour throughout, double-page tissue interleaf; some light use, an excellent copy
in original self-wrappers. $220
Well-illustrated interior design advice, founded on the basis of the colour and texture of the floor covering (“your first
consideration”) and extending to complementary colour and design of walls and furnishings. The piece is illustrated
with colourful realisations of art deco interiors: “this gem of the decorator’s art is in an Australian home, and is
reproduced here from a watercolour painting by a leading Australian artist. Other watercolour reproductions in this
booklet from which you will draw inspiration, are also by Australian artists ad are of actual Australian homes”.



[16]   FOURTH VICTORIA PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY.
“Own Your Own Home” [wrapper title]. Melbourne, Pilven & Stephens Pty. Ltd. [for Fourth Victoria
Permanent Building Society], n.d. circa 1947. Octavo, pp. 10 + folding application form; very good in
original colour illustrated wrappers. $110
The Fourth Victoria Permanent Building Society was established in 1867 and merged with the National Mutual Life
Association of Australia Limited in 1951. This brochure is designed for the post-war housing boomers.

[17]   GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION.
Women’s Weekly All-Gas Home. Melbourne, Gas and Fuel Corporation, n.d. but early 1960s. Small
oblong broadsheet, with two vertical folds, forming three panels, printed in red and black, photographic
illustrations; near fine, folded as issued. $75
Seven gas appliances illustrated (heaters, cookers, refrigerators, etc). One page is devoted to an illustrations of the
exterior of the Women’s Weekly All Gas Home, built by G. and S. Pellegrin Bros., who seem to have co-sponsored
this. The house is at 37 Calbourne Street, West Preston, and appears to still exist.

[18]   HADDON, Robert J.
Australian Architecture: A Technical Manual for all those engaged in Architectural and Building
work. Melbourne, George Robertson, n.d., but 1908. Octavo, pp. xxviii (advertisements), [xxix-xxxiv]
(preliminaries), 544, xxxv-xlviii (advertisements, last blank) + one coloured plate and numerous sketches
and plans in the text (many full-page); original dark olive green cloth, lettered in gilt and ruled in black; the
cloth with some minor flecking, very good, sound and clean copy, well above average for this book. $880
First edition of the first Australian treatise on architecture, properly so called, preceded only by a few trade and
technical manuals.
Haddon recognised that the few English and American books that reached Australia did “not cater for the special needs
of Australia… such imported Text-Books… fail when applied to the problems that the Australian has to face”. As much
an educator as a practising architect he designed this work as a text-book rather than as a mere showcase or pattern book
for his own designs.
An advocate of local materials and of specific responses to local conditions, Haddon was very much a part of the
Nationalist movement that flourished from the 1880s. His readers were told that this text was overdue “when we
remember the large and ever increasing expansion of building operations throughout the Commonwealth, we are
reminded that our own peculiar conditions, climate, and materials… require special and peculiar consideration”.
Haddon, like his contemporary Richard Baker in a related field, was one of those key figures who extended the
Nationalist sentiments of the early Federal era to impinge on all aspects of everyday life.



[19]   HARDIE, James & Coy. Pty. Ltd.
Better Homes with Hardie’s ‘Fibrolite’ Building Materials [wrapper title]. Sydney, James Hardie &
Coy. Pty. Ltd., 1963. Quarto, pp. [20], illustrated throughout in colour; fine original colour-printed titling
wrappers. $275
A comprehensively illustrated promotional piece showing existing dwellings in a wide variety of locations, beachside,
suburban, country, even alpine. This includes both exteriors and interior photographs (the interiors especially
interesting), all robustly modernist in design; among the houses illustrated are a Robin Boyd home at Eltham (Victoria)
and Sulman Award-winning home designed by Bryce Mortlock. Also floor plans and artist’s realisations. A vivid
presentation of up-to-date late 1950s – early 1960s domestic design.



[20]   HARDIE, James & Coy. Pty. Ltd.
Hardie’s Striated ‘Fibrolite’… [cover title]. Sydney, James Hardie & Coy. Pty. Ltd., 1958. Quarto, folder
of two conjugate leaves, printed in colour; folded as issued, fine. $75
Promoting the uses of Fibrolite sheeting, both interior and exterior, with illustration (some photographic, last page fives
illustrated “Handling and Fixing Instructions”.

[21]   ROBERT HARPER & Co.
Reliable Recipes for using Harper’s Empire Brand Self Raising Flour and Harper’s other well known
lines [wrapper title]. Brisbane, Robert Harper & Co., n.d. but 1920s Octavo, pp. [28]; light general use,
very good in original illustrated wrappers. $125
Uncommon.

[22]   HILLS HOISTS Ltd.
Another Hills Quality Product [cover caption]. [Melbourne], Modern Print, n.d. but circa late 1950s –
early 1960s. Four page-flyer of uneven dimensions but roughly small octavo, illustrations, printed in yellow
and black; folded as issued, trivial rubbing, biro pricing, etc. in blank “obtainable at” panel but in very good
state. $85
An ephemeral piece from the earliest years of Australian television, of special note for its characteristic 1950s
modernistic, almost abstract, design, still cutting-edge after about half-a-century. Of note also for the commercial
flexibility of the firm of Hills Hoist – from washing line to TV aerial.

[23]   HILLS HOISTS Ltd.
Hills Family Benefit  Products. No place
(Adelaide?), Hills, n.d. but circa late 1950s – early
1960s. Broadsheet, folded twice vertically to form
three panels, printed in blue and black,
photographic and line-drawn illustrations
throughout; near fine. $95
The Hoist, of course, ironing boards, the laundry pram,
but mainly and, more importantly, Hills Playtime
Products: playgyms, paddle pools, swings, go-kart,
horsey-saw, slippery slide, mini-hoist (“What better
way for a little miss to be occupied than drying dolly’s
washing on make-believe wash days…”). Mini-hoist
apart, these substantial garden playground toys became
as emblematic of Australian child life in the 1950s –
1970s, as the famous Hills Hoist was emblematic of
post-war suburbia.

[24]   IRON-ON DISTRIBUTORS.
New Iron-On Sox Saver. A Patch to Match!
Melbourne, Iron-On Distributors, n.d. but 1950s.
Small quarto, pp. [4], with the original Iron-On™
material still inside, completely as issued. $75
Uncommon: it is self-evidently rare to find such pieces
entirely unused. The distributor operated from Jackson
Street St. Kilda. The product may be American

[25]   A.V. JENNINGS CONSTRUCTION CO. PTY LTD.
The Facts You’ll Want to Know about Eastern View. Eastern View Syndal 90 Home Sites [cover title].
Melbourne, A.G. Hills (Printers) Pty Ltd., Burwood) [for A.V. Jennings Construction Co. Pty. Ltd.], circa
early 1960s. Large oblong sheet with two vertical folds to form a six panel flyer of oblong quarto
dimensions, printed in lime green and black, with photographic illustrations and two maps; folded as issued,
about fine. $175
A substantial suburban development from one of the pioneer residential developers. The creation of these ‘instant’
suburbs was a phenomenon particularly of the 1960s, and continues to this day as perhaps the most characteristic form
of urban spread/sprawl in Australia. The central opening features exterior photographic views of six styles of residence
offered by the developer, together with basic floor plans; also included are photographs of three ‘typical’ finished
interiors (kitchen, lounge, bedroom, bathroom).



[26]   [KAGAN and BOYD]. TIMBER DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION.
Timber in the Home [wrapper title]. Melbourne, Timber Development Association of Victoria, n.d. circa
late- 1950s. Quarto, pp. [12] (including wrappers), printed in brown ochre and black, very full photographic
illustration throughout; near fine copy, stapled as issued. $185
Promoting the use of interior timber features in domestic design and featuring the modernist interiors of Melbourne
architect Anatole Kagan. Robin Boyd’s own house is also referred to and illustrated (“the ceiling illustrated here is one
in architect Robin Boyd’s own home and reflects the sound design and different approach that many of our architects
employ so well”).



[27]   LORD, Margaret.
Interior Decoration: A Guide to Furnishing the Australian Home. Sydney, Ure Smith Pty. Ltd, 1944.
Small quarto, pp. [viii], 110, illustrations throughout, many in two colours, and with eight pages of colour
illustrations by Elaine Haxton; minor use, very good in original stiff wrappers. $65
Margaret Lord was one of the most influential voices in interior design in the decades from the 1940s to 1970s. Only
recently returned from study in England in 1940, Lord established herself quickly in Sydney. This was her first book,
based on notes she compiled when preparing a course in interior decoration of the Army Education Service. The book
provides an excellent insight into the taste and distinctly modernist trends of the time – and remember that this was just
as the worst period of the war was coming to a close. The section of colour illustrations by Elaine Haxton represent the
interiors at the home of leading modernist architect, Roy Grounds, at Frankston, Victoria.

[28]   JAMES McEWAN & CO.
Ladies… You can do this, save your old laundry tubs with Silasec Waterproofing… Melbourne, James
McEwan & Co. Proprietary Limited, n.d. but 1940 – 1945. Small flyer, folded twice vertically to form three
panels, printed in red and black; fine. $95
War-time austerity – although they don’t mention the war – meant that, with essential supplies limited, replacing a
cracked laundry tub was not a simple matter. The solution kindly offered to housewives, in the absence of menfolk at
war or with long shifts on essential work, was a far from easy process taking several days of quite hard work. The flyer
includes detailed instructions for application.

[29]   MOFFAT ELECTRIC RANGES.
Has your Kitchen a Relic of Hansom Cab Days? Electric Cookery saves more than it costs! Melbourne,
Metropolitan Electricity Supply, circa 1932. Flyer folded several times vertically and horizontally to octavo
size and opening out to a large folio broadsheet, with line-drawn illustrations, printed in black and orange;
sealed tears along the original folds but very good, folded as issued. $175
Depression-era salesmanship (“Cook electrically… the cheaper way for today’s reduced incomes!”). An attractively-
produced flyer illustrating five Moffat cooking ranges, with details, prices, etc. Moffat apparently had some relationship
with the Metters brand, more famous in the future.
Metropolitan Electricity Supply was the showroom of the State Electricity Commission of Victoria, Clements House,
238 Flinders Street, Melbourne.



[30]   MASONITE CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED.
Masonite Home Plans also Garages, Interiors & Storage Wall  [wrapper title]. [Melbourne?], Masonite
Corporation (Australia) Limited, 1947. Quarto, pp. 44 (including wrappers), line drawings throughout; a
very good copy in original titling-wrappers, minor use only. $275
Very scarce: an early and very detailed promotional piece for what was the wonder material of the post-war building
boom, when standard building materials were virtually unobtainable. The booklet comprises page after page of house
floor plans and artist’s realisations of  ‘cottages’, ‘residences’, ‘five-roomed houses’, ‘holiday homes’, etc., etc., as well
as detailed plans for built-in cabinetry. A remarkable and early documentation of the post-war self-builder.
One cannot resist noting Masonite’s appeal to the yet unborn environmentalists: “...although the trees that are felled for
the making of Masonite are commercially useless for any other purpose, the makers appreciate the national importance
of maintaining Australia’s forests. They plant two trees for every one they fell…”.



[31]   MASONITE CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED.
Masonite Built-in Furniture [wrapper title]. [Melbourne?], Masonite Corporation (Australia) Limited,
1955. Quarto, pp. 40 (including wrappers), line drawings throughout, four leaves in colour; a very good copy
in original titling-wrappers, minor use only. $165
Very scarce. Comprising highly detailed cabinet-making plans: “8 Super Kitchens, Built-in Wardrobe, Room Divider,
etc. Complete with working Drawings!”. The colour printed pages show well-drawn realisation of kitchens, bathrooms,
built-in furnishings, room divider, “combination bed”, wall, floor and ceiling panelling, etc.



[32]   MASONITE CORPORATION.
...The Masonite Model Home [cover title]. Melbourne, Masonite Corporation (Australia) Ltd., n.d. circa
early 1960s. Oblong quarto broadsheet, folding once horizontally and once vertically to oblong octavo
dimensions, printed in burnt orange and black, with line drawn and photographic illustrations; folded as
issued, about fine. $110
An ephemeral piece promoting the use of Masonite products in all aspects of domestic architecture – from floors to
roofs and everything in between. While not actually spelt out, Masonite is being offered to the home builder as an
economical choice for those to whom standard building materials and finishes are prohibitively expensive. The series of
seven photographs show actual house exteriors and interiors of fashionable and ‘affordable’ but not cutting-edge
modernity.

[33]   MUTUAL CONSTRUCTIONS PTY. LTD.
Leadership in Style and Value – Mutual Homes [wrapper title]. Geelong, Mutual Constructions Pty. Ltd.,
n.d. circa early 1960s. Oblong quarto, pp. [8] (including wrappers), printed in blue and black throughout,
floor plans with realisations; old shallow vertical fold, very good and clean in original wrappers. $125
An interesting contrast to similar contemporary pieces promoting residential construction in the cities. Mutual
Constructions operated in rural Victoria (Western District and Central Victoria), with offices in Geelong, Ballarat, and
Bendigo. Unlike metropolitan builders, Mutual Constructions appear only to have built in timber and weatherboard, and
the residences are no-frills. In view of which, the prices are close to outrageous.

[34]   PERMEWAN WRIGHT Ltd.
How to Modernise your Home GRADUALLY with Ezy-Add Cupboards and Wardrobes [wrapper
title] Melbourne, Permewan Wright Ltd., 1950s. Tall duodecimo by dimensions, pp. 20 (including
wrappers), printed in dark green, with line-drawn illustrations throughout; light use, an excellent copy in
original titling-wrappers. $145
Post-war home improvement from a long-established hardware retailer in Melbourne and throughout country Victoria
and New South Wales. The brochure comprises quite detailed explanation of the system of built-in furnishings,
especially for kitchen, bathroom, laundry, and bedroom. This is the start of the ‘BIR’ revolution that took firm hold in
the 1960s. Apart from built-ins, the piece also promoted other D-I-Y products such as ‘Lustrtile’ and ‘Lusterite”.



[35]   PAGE.
Wrought Iron by Page [wrapper title]. [Melbourne], Page, dated in code November 1961. Quarto, pp. 20
(including wrappers), very extensive line-drawn and photographic illustrations throughout; very good in
original wrappers. $200
A comprehensive manufacturer’s catalogue of “Porch Entrances, Outdoor Furniture, Gates, House Names, Wrought
Iron Fly Screen Doors, Balustrading, Indoor Furniture, Fencing Panels, Stanchions”, all extensively illustrated. Loosely
inserted are two price lists for Page products from the year of publication.



[36]   PERSIL (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD.
The Practical Washing Handbook. Sydney,
Persil (Australia) Pty. Ltd., n.d. but early (?)
1930s. Octavo, pp. 24, photographic and line
drawn illustrations throughout, tiny piece
missing from top corner of the front wrapper,
quite light general use, very good in original
wrappers. $125
Scarce and highly ephemeral: comprehensive guide
for the earlier twentieth-century housewife to home
washing with a copper and mangle of all manner of
garments, with detailed instructions on washing
items requiring special care (silks, coloureds, etc). A
revealing record of one aspect of the demanding,
labour-intensive work expected of the housewife in
an era when domestic help was scarce and little used
by all but the wealthier Australian families.
The brochure is earlier by several years from one
issued in the same decade by Persil, described in our
Catalogue 43. That later piece was also prepared for
the unfortunate housewife who boiled her clothes in
a copper, but it is noted that “Persil provides the
ideal solution for all washing machines”. Washing
machines are unknown in the present piece.

[37]   R.T. PRODUCTS PTY. LTD.
You’ll be so Proud you chose Renlita All
Steel Counterbalance Garage Door.
Melbourne, R.T. Products Pty. Ltd., n.d. but
1960s. Broadsheet, folded once vertically and
twice horizontally to form six concertina
panels, with photographic and line-drawn
illustrations, printed in orange, green and black;
near fine original condition. $95
“Personalise your Renlita door! Blend it into your

home’s decoration scheme or make it a colourful highlight”. Some suggested ‘personalised’ garage doors (on their very
modern homes) are illustrated – all rigidly hard edge abstractions, faded variants of which may possibly be found
today…



[38]   RICHARDS, F.C. and Eulalia S. RICHARDS.
Ladies’ Handbook of Home Treatment. The Ladies Medical Adviser invaluable for mothers and
Mothers-to-be. Containing the best modern methods for treatment of women’s and children’s diseases,
with a comprehensive index of symptoms. Melbourne, Signs Publishing Company, n.d. but circa 1920s.
Thick octavo, pp. 788 (last blank) + 17 colour plates (five of which are included in the pagination), and
numerous illustrations in the text, endpocket ‘appendix’; an excellent copy in original decorated cloth,
extremities little rubbed. $220
Scarce: a comprehensive, factual, and eminently sane handbook to the health of women and children. Complete with the
delicately titled “Pocket Appendix” in a back endpocket that comprises illustrations of female reproductive anatomy;
also two flyers for related works from the same publisher.

[39]   [SNELLING] RADIATA PINE ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA.
Here’s Why Radiata Pine is the Timber of the Future [cover title]. No place [Mt Gambier, S.A.?],
Radiata Pine Association of Australia, n.d. but circa 1950s Large quarto, pp. [4], photographic illustrations
throughout; light use but a very good copy, folded as issued. $85
Encouraging the use of radiata pine in residential construction (flooring, weatherboards, interior linings, furnishing,
etc.). It was only in the 1950s that the Australian building industry accepted Australian-grown and milled radiata pine in
preference to overseas softwoods. Featured on the first page is a large photograph: “described as one of Australia’s most
dramatic post-war houses, this modern design in timber, glass and stone, won for its architect, Douglas B. Snelling, the
coveted annual award for the best Australian home”. The central opening here illustrates radiata pine in use for
furnishing, joinery, and heavy construction.

[40]   TAUBMANS PAINTS.
The Most Important House in the World [wrapper title]. Sydney, Taubmans Paints, circa late 1940s.
Small octavo, pp. 16 (including wrappers), illustrated in colour throughout; some use but very good in
original colour-printed titling-wrappers. $185
Promotional piece aimed at the new post-war breed of home-decorator, extolling the decorative virtues of colour “set
out in logical sequence, this presentation of colour will greatly assist you to plan confidently and entire colour scheme
which will flow through the house in unbroken harmony”.



[41]   WESTERN AUSTRALIA, State Housing Commission of.
Designs of Dwellings…. [wrapper title]. Perth, Government Printer, 1947. Quarto, pp. [iv] + 25 numbered
leaves of plates (versos blank) + pp. [2] (blank); original wrappers a little worn at extremities, internally fine
and crisp. $275
Scarce: a substantial book of domestic designs brought together under the Commission’s chief architect, W.G.
Conochie. Each plate comprises an outline floor plan and an artist’s realisation of the different house designs. Designed
for returned servicemen and their families the book of designs must have been as much a source of disappointment as it
was of excitement, when the drastic post-war shortages of building materials stretched out the task of post-war
reconstruction for years.
The ‘title-page’ differs from the more helpful wrapper title: “The State Housing Commission War Service Homes
Commission”.



[42]   WALLING, Edna.
Cottage and Garden in Australia. Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1947. Quarto, pp. [xii], 150 (last
colophon only), with numerous photographic and other illustrations in the text, many full-page, including a
full-page colour illustration as frontispiece; original dark olive green cloth, top and bottom extremities little
sunned and flecked, a generally very good, clean copy, with like pictorial dustwrapper (re-order coupon
clipped). $185
First edition: now very scarce. The companion volume to Gardens in Australia and, like it, notably scarce in such nice
condition.

[43]   WINSER, Keith.
Australian TV Year Book No.1: for 1958 [and] The Australian TV Year Book and tune-up manual…
Book No.2 for 1959-60. Melbourne and Sydney, Keith Winser, 1958 – 1959. Two pieces, tall octavo, very
numerous illustrations; light use, very good in original colour printed wrappers. $440
The inaugural issues of this very early TV annual, published by a serial publisher-author-editor of such popular annuals
and guides (cars, caravans, TV, etc).
There were two versions of the first of these year books, a Victorian and a New South Wales edition. the 1958 year
book here has the cover title “The Sydney TV Book No. 1”. Apart from local advertisements and local variations for
programmes and personalities (including portrait galleries), the two do not differ in substance.
The year books include much general technical information and extensive, well-illustrated buyers’ guide to sets. There
is also a good deal on proposed future channels and other developments and a portrait gallery of personalities, local and
imported. The second year book interestingly notes future potentialities: pay TV (coin in the slot) is on its way; colour
is too problematic for years; the Gabor flat tube is being developed (it wasn’t); satellites will used to relay broadcasts;
home recorders and personal TV cameras are five years away!



[44]   WUNDERLICH LIMITED.
“Wunderlich Durabestos”. Asbestos-cement Home Designs… [Brisbane], Wunderlich Limited, n.d. but
dated in code 1947. Small oblong broadsheet, folding twice vertically to form six panels of an octavo flyer,
with floor plans and realisations throughout; file holes (and so issued), light rust mark on the front panel but
an excellent copy, folded as issued. $220
Post-war housing shortage. Like all such pieces this is extremely scarce and, these days, about as ‘incorrect’ a
publication as one could imagine, but in the decades before and after the war asbestos-cement was the new wonder
material. Subsequently, of course, these asbestos-cement homes have been torn down and so pamphlets such as this and
others described below remain an important record of the suburban landscape in immediate post-war Australian cities.
The pamphlet comprises four designs for homes of three bedrooms (“accommodation for a family of six persons”), and
two bedrooms (“accommodation for a family of four persons”). Each internal panel shows the floor plan and idealised
realisation of one home, with relevant details. The outer panels comprise a title of sorts (cover panel), and at the back
“Ten Reasons for preferring a ‘Durabestos’ Asbestos-cement Home”. Potential clients are reminded that Durabestos is
“manufactured at Gaythorn, Brisbane, by Queensland Workmen” – an interesting evidence of Queensland jingoism in
the 1940s.



[45]   WUNDERLICH LIMITED.
Ceilings for Every Room [drop title]. [Sydney], Wunderlich Limited, [ 1925]. Tall duodecimo by
dimensions, pp. [4], printed in black and red, photographic illustrations; fine, folded as issued. $220
Rare and ephemeral: promotional piece for Wunderlich’s series of pressed metal ceilings (ceilings, cornices, centre
flowers). The first page is a photograph of a large drawing room. The flyer was designed for the public rather than the
trade: these ephemeral retail pieces from this important firm are – not unexpectedly – much scarcer than their trade
publications. Interestingly, the flyer directs clients to the firm’s Home Builders’ Catalogue of Wunderlich Metal
Ceilings (a rare piece that we have handled only once before).



[46]   ZWAR, P.
Zwar. The Modern Patent Washing Machine [drop title]. [Melbourne, P. Zwar], n.d. but 1930s. Two
conjugate leaves, small duodecimo, illustrated; folded as issued, fine. $110
Uncommon. The Zwar vacuum washing machine – actually an improved for of copper boiler – was developed by Garry
Zwar, eldest son of Paul Zwar, after whom the business appears to have been named. This evidently grew out of Garry’s
association with Goern, the Washing Machine manufacturer at Tanunda in the Barossa Valley. The machine had a
reasonable vogue, mainly in rural areas, until more advanced electrical devices became common in the mid-1950s. The
firm had its factory at 103 Leveson Street, North Melbourne.




